We present a photometric and astrometric study of the split active asteroid P/2016 J1 (PANSTARRS). The two components (hereafter J1-A and J1-B) separated either ∼1500 days (2012 May to June) or 2300 days (2010 April) prior to the current epoch, with a separation speed V sep = 0.70 ± 0.02 m s −1 for the former scenario, or 0.83 ± 0.06 m s −1 for the latter. Keck photometry reveals that the two fragments have similar, Sun-like colors which are comparable to the colors of primitive C-and G-type asteroids. With a nominal comet-like albedo, p R = 0.04, the effective, dust-contaminated cross sections are estimated to be 2.4 km 2 for J1-A, and 0.5 km 2 for J1-B. We estimate that the nucleus radii lie in the range 140 R N 900 m for J1-A and 40 R N 400 m, for J1-B. A syndyne-synchrone simulation shows that both components have been active for 3 to 6 months, by ejecting dust grains at speeds ∼0.5 m s −1 with rates ∼1 kg s −1 for J1-A and 0.1 kg s −1 for J1-B. In its present orbit, the rotational spin-up and devolatilization times of 2016 J1 are very small compared to the age of the solar system, raising the question of why this object still exists. We suggest that ice that was formerly buried within this asteroid became exposed at the surface, perhaps via a small impact, and that sublimation torques then rapidly drove it to break-up. Further disintegration events are anticipated due to the rotational instability.
INTRODUCTION
Active asteroids are solar system bodies that are dynamically asteroidal (Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter T J 3) but have been observed to show comet-like massloss activity. To date, over twenty such objects have been discovered. Remarkably there is a broad range of different physical mechanisms which account for this activity, including rotational instability, sublimation of volatiles, impacts and thermal fracture (Jewitt et al. 2015a ). P/2016 J1 (PANSTARRS; hereafter "2016 J1") was discovered on UT 2016 May 5 by the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (PANSTARRS). Besides its asteroidal orbit and cometary appearance, it was observed to be split into two pieces, the brighter one designated as component J1-A and the fainter as component J1-B by the Minor Planet Center (MPC; Wainscoat et al. 2016) . Previous unambiguous discoveries of split active asteroids include P/2013 R3 (Catalina-PANSTARRS with at least 10 components; Jewitt et al. 2014a ) and 331P/2012 F5 (Gibbs with at least 5 components; Drahus et al. 2015) . Therefore, 2016 J1 is the third member of this type. The two components are moving in nearly identical orbits (semimajor axis a = 3.172 AU, eccentricity e = 0.23, and inclination i = 14
• .3), and have an indistinguishable T J = 3.11.
In this paper, we analyze Keck 10 m telescope images of 2016 J1 obtained on UT 2016 August 4 for physical properties of the two components (Sections 3 and 4), and we study the fragmentation dynamics based on new and published astrometric data (Section 5).
OBSERVATIONS
We obtained a sequence of images in the broadband B, V and R filters on UT 2016 August 4, using the Keck I 10 m telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. At this time, 2016 J1 was at heliocentric distance r H = 2.458 AU, geocentric distance ∆ = 2.065 AU and had phase angle α = 23.9
• . The B-band observations along with the V -and R-band observations were performed simultaneously through the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS), which has independent blue and red channels separated by a dichroic beam splitter (Oke et al. 1995) . We used the "460" dichroic, which has 50% transmission at 4875Å. On the blue channel, we used a B-band filter with effective wavelength λ eff = 4370Å and full-width half maximum (FWHM) of ∆λ = 878Å. On the red side, we took V -and R-band images. The V -band filter has λ eff = 5473Å and FWHM ∆λ = 948Å, and the R filter has λ eff = 6417 A and FWHM ∆λ = 1185Å.
1 Image exposure times were 250 s for the B-band data, and 200 s for both the V -and R-band data. All images were taken with the telescope tracked non-sidereally to follow the apparent motion of 2016 J1 (30 hr −1 in Right Ascension, −13 hr −1 in Declination, approximately). The data were flat-fielded using images of a diffusely illuminated patch on the inside of the Keck dome and photometric calibration was obtained from images of star PG 1633+099A from the Landolt catalogue (Landolt 1992) . The image scale of both channels is 0 .135 pixel −1 , while the seeing varied between ∼0 .6-0 .9 FWHM.
PHOTOMETRIC RESULTS
We used synthetic circular apertures to extract photometry from the aligned, co-added images of 2016 J1. Our photometric aperture is 2 .0 in radius. Sky values were obtained from a contiguous annulus of 2 .0 in width centered at the target. Photometric uncertainties on 2016 J1, denoted as σ m,λ , were estimated from error propagation, i.e.,
, where σ * ,s is the standard deviation on the mean of repeated measurements of PG 1633+099A, σ * ,λ is the magnitude error of the star in the corresponding bandpass given by Landolt (1992) , and σ I is the uncertainty in instrumental magnitudes of the two components calculated from the gain and read noise of the instrument. (Ramírez et al. 2012) . Given the uncertainties, the color of 2016 J1 is indistinguishable from colors of the C-and G-type asteroids (e.g., Dandy et al. 2002) . The latter are believed to have undergone minimal thermal processing.
We then investigate the normalized reflectivity gradients S j (λ 1 , λ 2 ) of the two components (j = a, b), defined by Jewitt & Meech (1986) as
where ∆λ 1,2 is the difference in the effective wavelengths of the BV R filter pairs, ∆m 1,2 is the color index in the pair, and the superscript in parentheses indicates the corresponding object. For component J1-A, we obtain S a (V, B) = (7.3 ± 3.6)% per 10 3Å , and S a (V, R) = (0.7 ± 3.9)% per 10 3Å . For component J1-B, we have S b (V, B) = (7.5 ± 10.0)% per 10 3Å , and S b (V, R) = (3.6 ± 11.8)% per 10 3Å . By comparison, the optical continuum reflectivity gradients of the active comets analyzed by Jewitt & Meech (1986) vary from (5 ± 2)% to (18 ± 2)% per 10 3Å . Therefore, it is likely that the color of 2016 J1 is amongst the bluest of the measured coma colors, but is similar to those of the active asteroids, e.g., 133P/ElstPizarro (Hsieh et al. 2004) , and 259P/Garradd (Jewitt et al. 2009 ). We expect that the color is dominated by scattering from dust particles in the coma, rather than from the nucleus surface.
2 A possibility that the scattering properties of the nucleus surface significantly differ from those of the dust grains in the coma cannot be ruled out. However, the Keck data do not reveal any statistically significant spatial variations in color.
We calculate the effective cross sections from the photometry using
Here, r H and ∆ are the heliocentric and geocentric distances, both in meters, r ⊕ ≈ 1.5 × 10 11 m is the mean Sun-Earth distance, p λ is the geometric albedo, and φ(α) is the phase function of the coma, which we approximate as the empirical phase function of dust (Marcus 2007; Schleicher & Bair 2011; http://asteroid.lowell.edu/comet/dustphase.html) , and normalize at α = 0
• . To avoid potential gas contamination in the comae of components J1-A and J1-B, we focus on R-band only. With a nominal, comet-like albedo p R = 0.04 (Lamy et al. 2004 ) for both components of 2016 J1, Equation (2) yields C = 2.4 km 2 for J1-A, and 0.5 km 2 for J1-B. Uncertainties in C are dominated by the unmeasured geometric albedo, which could easily be 50% smaller or larger (c.f. Lamy et al. 2004 ).
If we further assume that the total cross-section within our photometric aperture (radius ϑ = 9.7×10 −6 radians) is produced in a steady state with some effective particle speed (v ∼ 1 m s −1 , see Section 4), then the residence time in the aperture is ϑ∆/v and the required massloss rate isṀ
where ρ d ∼ 10 3 kg m −3 is the bulk density of the dust grains, v is their speed andā is their average radius. Substituting, v = 1 m s −1 ,ā = 10 −3 m, we obtainṀ ∼ 1 kg s −1 for J1-A, and ∼0.1 kg s −1 for J1-B. For comparison, the mass-loss rates of J1-A and J1-B inferred by extrapolation of an empirical relationship between absolute magnitude and gas production rate (Jorda et al. 2008 ) areṀ ≈ 1.1 kg s −1 and 0.4 kg s −1 , respectively, in better agreement with the estimates from the photometry than we could reasonably expect.
The photometry can also be used to provide upper limits to the sizes of J1-A and J1-B, by assuming that the inferred cross-sections, C = 2.4 km 2 for J1-A, and 0.5 km 2 for J1-B, are equal to those of the underlying nuclei. The effective radii of equal-area circles are calculated from R N ≤ C/π, giving R N ≈ 0.9 km and 0.4 km for J1-A and J1-B, respectively. These are strong upper limits to the true nucleus radii because of the contaminating effects of near-nucleus dust.
Crude lower limits to the nucleus radii of J1-A and J1-B can be placed by assuming that the activity is driven by the equilibrium sublimation of exposed ice. We solved the energy balance equation to calculate the specific sublimation rate of f s = 1.6 × 10 −5 kg m −2 s −1 at r H = 2.46 AU. To supply mass loss at the rate of ∼1 kg s −1 would then require an exposed area ∼6.3 × 10 4 m 2 , corresponding to a circular surface patch roughly 140 m in radius, which we take as a lower limit to the nucleus radius of J1-A. The equivalent lower-limit radius of J1-B is ∼40 m. These estimates are clearly very uncertain, because we do not know that the activity is driven by sublimation and, even if it is, we do not know that the sublimation occurs in equilibrium.
In summary, the nucleus radii are weakly constrained by the observations to lie in the range 140 R N 900 m for J1-A, and 40 R N 400 m for J1-B. The photometry suggests that J1-A is larger than J1-B, because J1-A is brighter, but evidence from split comets indeed shows that brightness and nucleus size are often not well-correlated, with small fragments being more active, per unit area, than their larger, parent bodies (Boehnhardt 2004) . As a result, we cannot be sure of the relative sizes of J1-A and J1-B.
MORPHOLOGY
Components J1-A and J1-B present similar morphologies in our Keck images, although the latter appears much fainter (Figure 1 ). There is no evidence for a dust trail along the line of the projected orbit, as would be expected of very old, slow, presumably large particles ejected from either nucleus. To set a zeroth-order constraint on the dust properties implied by the morphology, we first adopt a method based on Finson & Probstein (1968) to calculate a syndyne-synchrone grid for 2016 J1. In this model, the dust grains are assumed to be released from the surface with zero initial velocity and are then progressively accelerated by solar radiation pressure. The particle trajectory is determined by the release time (τ ) and the ratio between the solar radiation pressure force and the local gravitational force due to the Sun (β). A synchrone is the locus of positions of grains having varying β but with a common release time, and a syndyne is the line marking grains released at different times but subject to a common β.
The result is plotted in Figure 2 . Although J1-B is very faint, we can still trace its fan-shaped tail which is compatible with a series of syndynes having β 10 −3 and τ 200 days. Interpreting J1-A quantitatively, however, is influenced by a nearby background star. Nevertheless, we are able to identify that the tail of J1-A is produced by β 2 × 10 −3 and τ 100 days. The grain size is related to the bulk density, ρ d , and β by a ∝ (ρ d β)
−1 , from which we can see that 2016 J1 has been releasing dust particles of at least submillimeter-size, given an assumed density ρ d ∼ 10 3 kg m −3 .
The syndyne-synchrone simulation alone does not provide any constraint on the ejection speeds of the dust grains, denoted as v ej . The absence of a strong sunward extent to the coma, however, sets a rough limit to the ejection speed through the following equation
where G = 6.67 × 10 −11 N kg 2 m 2 is the gravitational constant, M ≈ 2 × 10 30 kg is the mass of the Sun, and is the apparent sunward turnaround distance expressed in radians. Our Keck images show ≈ 1 .0 for both components. By substitution with the corresponding values we obtain v ej ≈ 2.4 and 1.7 m s −1 from Equation (4) for submillimeter-sized dust grains of components J1-A and J1-B, respectively. The low ejection speed is similar to speeds measured in some other active asteroids, such as 133P/(7968) Elst-Pizarro (Jewitt et al. 2014b ) and 313P/La Sagra (Jewitt et al. 2015b) , in which little or no sunward extent of the coma is observed. The likely cause is weak gas flow from a small source, or perhaps through a porous mantle.
We also considered a more realistic model where dust grains are emitted from the nucleus with non-zero initial velocities in a nucleus-centric frame, symmetric about the heliocentric radial direction facing towards the Sun, and satisfying a power-law size distribution. Similar to Ishiguro (2008) , the ejection terminal speed is set to be correlated with the dust size and heliocentric distance, empirically expressed as
where v 0 is the ejection speed of dust particles of a 0 = 0.5 cm in radius at heliocentric distance r H = 1 AU. The positions of generated dust grains at the observed time are then obtained by means of orbital integration in our modified version of the mercury6 package (Chambers 1999) , with inclusion of perturbations due to the eight major planets, Pluto, and the most ten massive main-belt asteroids, although these perturbation effects are found to be minimal. Finally, we calculate a model image in which the intensity of each pixel is I(x, y),
Here D is the surface density of the dust particles in the sky plane as a function of pixel coordinates. In theory, a set of best-fit parameters can be solved such that the modelled image matches the observation the most closely. However, limitations of the data prevent us from obtaining meaningful results in the most general case. Instead, we vary only v 0 in Equation (5), whilst the differential power-law index γ remains fixed, because this is the parameter that will most affect the modelled morphology.
By trial and error, we determine that when v 0 ∼ 0.5 m s −1 , the modelled and the observed morphology match the best, (Figure 3 ), a result which is true for both components. Larger speeds, e.g., v 0 = 1 m s −1 , create a tail that is too wide compared to the actual tail, while smaller speeds, e.g., v 0 = 0.1 m s −1 , result in tails that are too narrow. This conclusion is broadly consistent with our estimate of the ejection speed of submillimetersized dust grains as a few meter per second, provided that Equation (5) is valid. Other parameters do affect the morphology, but a detailed and exhaustive investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.
SPLIT DYNAMICS
The similarities in the orbits of J1-A and J1-B of 2016 J1 (see Table 1 ) indicate a common origin. To investigate when the two components were produced, a straightforward method is to perform orbital integration backward for both components. However, we found that uncertainties in astrometric measurements have prevented us from obtaining a good constraint on the split epoch, because this method at best yields a nonzero close encounter distance ∼10
−4 AU between the two components, which is unrealistic. We therefore created clones for each of the components based on the covariance matrices of the orbital elements and performed orbital integration for every clone. We then monitored their evolution in three-dimensional space visually in terms of orthogonal equatorial coordinates J2000, and observed that the two ellipsoids of clone clouds overlap with each other twice. The most recent period of overlap occurred ∼1500-1800 days prior to the epoch of observation (roughly from 2011 November to 2012 April), and the earlier one occurred ∼2500 days ago (2010 March to May).
3
A potential nongravitational force will delay the best overlap epoch. Since the observing arc of 2016 J1 is too short, solving nongravitational parameters based on the astrometry only yields an unreliable result. Indeed, we have no detection. Besides, this method cannot provide good constraints on other parameters, such as the relative separation velocity of the secondary object. Dissatisfied, we exploited a different approach where we search for the best-fit fragmentation parameters, including the split epoch t frg , the dimensionless radial nongravitational parameter of the secondary objectβ, which is mathematically the same as β but which arises from anisotropic sublimation of volatiles, and the three Cartesian components of the separation velocity V r , V t , and V n , in the radial, transverse, and normal directions instantly at t frg centered at the primary object. A similar technique was developed by Sekanina (1978 Sekanina ( , 1982 , and has been applied repeatedly (e.g., Meech et al. 1995; Sekanina & Chodas 2002) . A major difference exists in terms of dealing with the nongravitational acceleration between the two models, in that the model by Sekanina (1978 Sekanina ( , 1982 solves for the differential deceleration of the secondary component with respect to the primary. In cases where the primary nucleus has no detectable nongravitational effects, the difference disappears.
At the splitting epoch t frg , position coordinates of the primary nucleus and the fragment are the same, only with a difference in their velocities. Gravitational interactions between the components are ignored. We then integrate the state vector of the secondary by the mercury6 package in combination with planetary ephemeris DE431 and perturbations from the eight major planets, Pluto, and the most ten massive main-belt asteroids all included. Topocentric positions of the secondary at each observed epoch are then compared to the observed position. We iterate the same procedure until the split parameters minimize the following quantity
where N is the total number of scalar astrometric observations, R 2 i is the squared astrometric residual in Right Ascension (R.A.) and declination (decl.), and w i is the weight of the i-th observation assigned based on the observation quality of components J1-A and J1-B.
4 Here, different astrometric observations are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other, which is usually a good approximation.
We first regarded J1-B as the principal nucleus of the active asteroid, because it is the leading component, and was apparently located close to the negative heliocentric velocity vector projected onto the sky plane. In the process of finding the best-fit solution, we attempted various approaches. First, we searched for a solution mathematically equivalent to a syndyne-synchrone computation, where the total initial separation velocity V sep was forced to be zero, whilst t frg andβ were the two free parameters to be optimised, with an initial guess of t frg in 2012. The solution did converge, but the result cannot be accepted, for it produced a strong systematic bias in the astrometric residuals considerably greater than the assigned uncertainties, along with a huge χ 2 > 2.1 × 10 4 . Second, we included the three components of V sep as free parameters to be solved, resulting in χ 2 declining appreciably and finally converging to χ 2 = 17.7. However, this solution producedβ < 0 with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) < 5. We regard this as likely bogus because a single run heavily relies on the orbit of J1-B, the quality of which is not optimum. To address this, we created 100 Monte Carlo (MC) clones of J1-B in accord with the covariance matrix of its orbital elements. For each of the clones, a set of best-fit split parameters were optimised. In this way we found a less significantβ (SNR = 3.3).
We then forcedβ ≡ 0 exactly, and exploited the routine to search for four other free parameters (t frg and the three Cartesian components of V sep ). Although the converged solution yielded a larger χ 2 = 35.0, we did not notice any systematic bias beyond or comparable to the uncertainty levels. The same procedures were attempted for finding a solution with an initial guess of t frg in 2010. Our routine yielded an equally good solution (e.g., χ 2 = 17.7 for all the five splitting parameters regarded as free parameters producingβ < 0, and χ 2 = 22.2 for the scenario ofβ ≡ 0). We therefore conclude that there is no compelling evidence for the existence of nongravitational effects on component J1-A, consistent with the aforementioned fact that the ordinary orbit determination revealed no statistically significant nongravitational parameters. Instead, the relative positions of J1-A and J1-B are overwhelmingly determined by the separation velocity of the two fragments, rather than by any differential non-gravitational force. For this reason, we cannot use dynamics to ambiguously determine which component is the principal nucleus of 2016 J1.
We then took advantage of the fact that the orbital solution of J1-A has a better quality and solved the splitting parameters by regarding J1-A as the primary. Again there is no reliable detection ofβ for component J1-B, and so we setβ ≡ 0. Table 2 summarizes the two equally good best-fit solutions for t frg in 2012 and 2010, and we present the corresponding astrometric residuals in Table 3 . We also created 100 MC clones of J1-A from its covariance matrix of the orbital elements, and performed optimization repeatedly. The statistics are listed in Table 2 , consistent with the results from the single runs. The split event either occurred at some point around 2012 May to June, when 2016 J1 was r H ≈ 3.4-3.5 AU from the Sun, with a total separation speed V sep = 0.70 ± 0.02 m s −1 , or in 2010 April, when it was r H ≈ 2.6 AU, with a total separation speed V sep = 0.83 ± 0.06 m s −1 , mainly in the radial direction. We have no strong basis for preferring one solution over the other. The separation speed value falls within the range of values shown by split Kuiper belt and Oort cloud comets (c.f. Sekanina 1982 , Boehnhardt 2004 . Unfortunately, the physical mechanism leading to fragmentation of 2016 J1 cannot be constrained by dynamics, because different splitting mechanisms can lead to similar separation speeds.
LIFETIME
For illustrative purposes in this section, we adopt a radius R N ∼ 300 m for both components of 2016 J1; this value is consistent with the observational constraints described above. We evaluated the de-volatilization timescale τ dv by
where f s is the time-averaged equilibrium specific sublimation rate around the orbit. In its present orbit, 2016 J1 travels from r H = 2.45 AU at perihelion to 3.89 AU at aphelion. Over this range, we calculate f s = 4.4 × 10 −6 kg m −2 s −1 . Substituting the values from Section 3, Equation (8) yields τ dv ∼ 7 × 10 10 s, or ∼2 kyr as the approximate de-volatilization timescale for 2016 J1. It is worth pointing out that this value is only a lower limit, because the growth of a refractory mantle is likely to impede outgassing as a result of an aging nucleus (Rickman et al. 1990) .
A short lifetime is also indicated by simple models of rotational instability, driven by outgassing torques (Jewitt 1997 , Jewitt et al. 2016 . For example, Equation (3) of the latter paper gives an e-folding spin-up time τ s ∼ 0.2 kyr, for an assumed period of 5 hr, radius 0.3 km, outgassing speed ∼0.5 km s −1 , dimensionless moment arm of the torque k T = 10 −3 , and mass loss rateṀ ∼ 1 kg s −1 . The moment arm is unknown to within at least an order of magnitude (0.0004 ≤ k T ≤ 0.04; Gutiérrez et al. 2003; Belton et al. 2011; Drahus et al. 2011) so that this timescale, like τ dv , is approximate. Nevertheless, it is evident that the components of 2016 J1 are likely to be short-lived.
Given that the sublimation and rotational spin-up timescales are small compared to the 4.5 Gyr age of the solar system, the question arises as to why 2016 J1 survives at all. The answer, as is the case for the main-belt comets generally, presumably lies with the longterm history and stability of the near-surface ice (e.g., Hsieh & Jewitt 2006 ). Conduction models show that near-surface ice can be stabilized against sublimation by a modest (metersized thick) refractory, particulate layer (Schorghofer 2008) . Buried ice can persist in the asteroid belt with negligible sublimation losses for times comparable to the age of the solar system. Only when exposed at the surface, by a small impact or other disturbance, can the ice sublimate. We thus imagine that the long-term survival of asteroid 2016 J1 reflects the past burial and recent excavation of its near-surface ice. In this scenario, a small, surfacedisturbing impact can expose ice which produces a sublimation torque leading to break-up of the nucleus. Further splitting events are possible in the near future. We hence encourage followup observations of 2016 J1.
SUMMARY
Key conclusions of our analysis of active asteroid P/2016 J1 (PANSTARRS) are summarized as follows. 4. The sublimation and rotational spin-up lifetimes of J1-A and J1-B are much shorter than the 4.5 Gyr age of the solar system, implying that the observed activity cannot be sustained.
5. The breakup of 2016 J1 may itself be due to rotational instability induced by sublimation torques in an asteroid having recently-exposed surface ice. We suggest that further disintegration events are possible in the near future, owing to continued rotational instability.
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For the MC iterations, the minimum and the maximum of the unsigned weighted rms are given. Note. -Both methods completely selected the same astrometric data and adopted the same weighting scheme as those used to solve an orbit for component J1-B in Table 1 . The dimensionless nongravitational parameterβ is forced to be zero in all of the runs. Other parameters remain fixed in the simulations for the same objects, i.e., the grain radius 0.3 ≤ a ≤ 100 mm and the released time τ ≤ 100 days for component J1-A, and 0.6 ≤ a ≤ 100 mm and τ ≤ 200 days for component B. All the simulations have the differential slope index of the dust-size distribution γ = 3.5. A number of ∼ 10 4 particles are generated in each run of the simulation. The modelled images are smoothed to mimic the seeing during the Keck observation. Also given is a scale bar, which is applicable to all the panels. Equatorial north is up, and east is left. By visual comparison, we conclude that the modelled images from the middle column best match the data.
